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Abstract
Arterial stiffness increases with advancing age and is an important risk factor for cardiovascular disease. As the number of 
research studies investigating arterial stiffness has increased dramatically over the recent years, their scope has broadened 
from physiological investigations to clinical domains focused on risk predictions. A number of key research studies were 
conducted in Japan in the formative years; however, some of these studies are unknown to most and largely forgotten. In this 
mini-review, some of these key formative research studies conducted in Japan by Japanese investigators are re-introduced 
and highlighted to provide appreciation for their pioneering work conducted in the land of the rising sun.
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Introduction

Large elastic arteries undergo progressive stiffening with 
advancing age and with the presence of various risk fac-
tors and disease states [1]. Owing to the accumulating clini-
cal evidence surrounding arterial stiffness and its clinical 
outcomes, arterial stiffness has become an independent 
predictor of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality and an 
important target for prevention and treatment of subclini-
cal cardiovascular diseases [14]. In addition to being an 
independent risk factor, arterial stiffening is accompanied 
by a number of hemodynamic and neural sequelae. For 
instance, stiffening of large elastic arteries, in which the arte-
rial baroreceptors are located, reduces the ability of those 
reflexogenic areas to transduce signals and impair barore-
flex sensitivity [12]. Additionally, arterial stiffening could 
act to elevate aortic impedance, decrease stroke volume, 
and contribute to reduced functional capacity often seen in 
older adults [3, 20]. More recently, arterial stiffness has been 
implicated in the pathogenesis of cognitive dysfunction and 
dementia [4].

Given the multiplicity of its clinically important associa-
tions with a variety of clinical conditions, it is not surprising 
that the number of research studies dealing with arterial stiff-
ness increased markedly in recent years, particularly since 
2000 (Fig. 1). Japan is one of the leading countries that have 
constantly contributed a large number of research studies 
to the field of arterial stiffness. Even prior to the surge in 
research activities in 2000, a number of ground breaking 
and pioneering research studies were conducted in Japan. 
However, many of these studies have not seen the light or 
remain relatively unknown for a variety of reasons (e.g., 
articles were written only in Japanese). This is unfortunate 
since the research studies that we conduct currently and in 
the future are built on the foundations that past research has 
constructed.

Accordingly, the primary aim of the present brief review 
is to introduce some of the key research studies in arterial 
stiffness conducted in Japan during the early formative years. 
In order to highlight and focus on key research studies, the 
inclusion of the research studies is selective in nature rather 
than being comprehensive.

Methodological studies

A number of different techniques and methodologies have 
been used to assess the elastic properties of arteries in 
humans. Among them, pulse wave velocity has been most 
frequently used as a measure of arterial stiffness, and has 
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emerged as the reference standard in the field due to the 
accumulating clinical evidence [22]. Pulse wave velocity 
is calculated by the measurement of the pulse wave transit 
time and the distance between the two recording sites. A 
faster pulse wave velocity reflects stiffer arteries. Because 
the measurement of pulse wave velocity is simple, noninva-
sive, and reproducible, there are currently many commercial 
devices that are capable of measuring pulse wave velocity 
[2, 6].

It is not widely known that the world’s first automated 
commercial device for measuring pulse wave velocity (and 
arterial stiffness for that matter) was manufactured and sold 
in Japan. In 1968, Fukuda Electro (the predecessor of the 
Fukuda Denshi) produced the Arterial Distensibility Coun-
ter KM-1 (Fig. 2A). This device utilized an ECG signal and 
peripheral arterial waveforms to measure the time delay 
between the heart and the peripheral artery measurement 
site. This original device was followed by the Mechano Car-
diograph MCG-400 that was manufactured and sold in 1983 
(Fig. 2B). This newer device incorporated the measurements 
of pulse waves at two different recording sites to assess the 
velocity of transmission of the pulse wave. Considering that 
the research studies in arterial stiffness did not take off till 
2000 (Fig. 1), it is remarkable that a Japanese company had 
the foresight to capture and quantify arterial stiffness back 
in the 1960s.

In spite of accumulating evidence indicating the clinical 
importance of arterial stiffness, a measure of arterial stiff-
ness has not been incorporated in routine clinical practice 
worldwide. However, there are a few countries in the world 
in which arterial stiffness is fully integrated into clinical 
medicine. One of the countries is Japan. This success has 
been mainly  attributed to the development of brachial-
ankle pulse wave velocity, which was originally developed 
by Colin Medical (the device is called Form in Japan or 
VP-1000 elsewhere) [18, 23]. The most significant charac-
teristic of this device is its ease of use, as the measurement 

can be done very quickly (in 5  min) and, unlike other 
devices, does not require technical expertise. An impres-
sive number of machines (~ 10,000) have been incorporated 
into various clinics and hospitals all over Japan. Substantial 
amounts of important clinical information have been gener-
ated by the network of Japanese investigators who utilized 
brachial-ankle pulse wave velocity [13].

Arterial stiffness or, more precisely, arterial compliance 
can also be derived from the simultaneous assessments of 
pulsatile changes in arterial diameter and pulse pressure 
using an imaging modality such as ultrasound. Because 
arterial stiffness is closely associated with arterial pres-
sure and arterial pressure is an independent risk factor for 
cardiovascular disease, investigators have worked to create 
an index of arterial stiffness that is independent of arterial 
pressure. A pioneering index of arterial stiffness that incor-
porates a mathematical correction for blood pressure effects 
is the beta-stiffness index. This index has been used widely 
in the literature and has also served as a basis for newer 
indices of arterial stiffness, including Cardio-Ankle Vascu-
lar Index (CAVI) [16]. The idea of the beta-stiffness index 
was initially conceived by Hayashi et al., who studied static 
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Fig. 1  The yearly number of research papers listed in PubMed using 
the key words of either “arterial stiffness” or “pulse wave velocity”

Fig. 2  Commercial devices manufactured by Fukuda Denshi to meas-
ure pulse wave velocity. A Fukuda Electro Arterial Distensibility 
Counter KM-1 that was manufactured and sold in 1968 and B Fukuda 
Denshi Mechano Cardiograph MCG-400 that was manufactured and 
sold in 1983. These pictures are shown here with the permission from 
Fukuda Denshi
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behavior of the arterial wall using intracranial and extrac-
ranial arteries obtained from autopsy samples [7]. Subse-
quently, a beta-stiffness index incorporating the logarithmic 
conversion of the ratio of systolic and diastolic blood pres-
sure was established and applied to clinical samples by Hirai 
et al. [8]. Because this index characterizes the deformation 
behavior of the vascular wall independent of the intralu-
minal pressure within the physiological range, this index 
conceived by two different groups of Japanese investigators 
was very well received by fellow scientists in the field, and 
has contributed importantly to methodological refinements 
in the field [19].

Physiological studies

Arterial stiffness is primarily determined by the intrinsic 
elastic properties of the artery. The three primary elements 
of the arterial wall that determine its stiffness, particularly 
for large and moderate sized arteries are (1) the amount/
proportion of intimal-medial wall elastin and collagen 
(quantitative structural elements), (2) the cross-linking of 
collagen and advanced glycation end products (qualitative 
structural elements), and (3) the vasoconstrictor tone exerted 
by its smooth muscle cells (functional or vasoconstrictor 
elements). Among these, the role of endothelial function in 
modulating the vasoconstrictor tone and arterial stiffness has 
been intensively investigated [5, 17]. A common approach 
for determining endothelial function in humans is to assess 
vasodilatory responses to a pharmacological agonist for NO 
synthesis and release. Most often, acetylcholine has been 
used as an agonist.

It is virtually unknown to most that as early as 1940, 
Hirose investigated the effects of pharmacological infu-
sion of acetylcholine on pulse wave velocity in ten human 
subjects [9]. He demonstrated that acetylcholine infusion 
reduced pulse wave velocity by increasing pulse transit time, 
and that the effects were independent of changes in heart rate 
[9]. Even though this study may be the first study to demon-
strate the involvement of endothelial function on modulat-
ing arterial stiffness, the recognition and credit are currently 
lacking. This is probably due to the fact that the article was 
written in Japanese (and German) and that nitric oxide was 
not discovered till 40 years later.

Prevention studies

For most risk factors for cardiovascular disease, the first-
line approach for prevention and treatment for the devel-
opment of cardiovascular disease is lifestyle modifications 
[21]. Considering the important role that arterial stiffness 
plays as a precursor to cardiovascular disease, it is critical to 

determine the proper strategies to prevent and reverse arte-
rial stiffening. One of the lifestyle modifications that has 
been widely investigated and found to be effective in vascu-
lar destiffening is regular aerobic (endurance) exercise [15]. 
Unknown to most, the first exercise intervention study for 
evaluating the effects of physical exercise intervention was 
conducted by Ikegami et al. back in 1983 [10]. This particu-
lar study was never published in English or any languages 
other than Japanese, but the details of the study should be 
introduced to the investigators in the field.

Ikegami et al. [10] studied a total of 80 apparently healthy 
young male military recruits and placed them in a physi-
cal training program consisted of calisthenics, jogging/run-
ning, swimming, soccer, and judo. These exercises were 
performed for an average of 2 h and 10 min (130 min) a 
day, 6 days a week for 10 months (43 weeks). The efficacy 
of the exercise training program was demonstrated by sig-
nificant improvements in a variety of physical fitness tests 
(e.g., 1500 m running, grip strength, trunk flexibility) imple-
mented in the study. Aortic PWV decreased from 6.60 ± 0.71 
to 6.27 ± 0.61 m/s. Interestingly, greater reductions in aortic 
PWV were observed in those subjects with lower initial body 
fat levels (Fig. 3) and those who experienced larger changes 
in red blood cell mass [10]. Even though this study does not 
have a proper sedentary (non-exercising) control group to 
compare against, the exercise intervention was conducted 
very well with a long intervention duration (10 months) 
and a large number of subjects (n = 80). Ikegami et al. also 
conducted and published another exercise training study in 
1983 that involved 70 middle-aged men in their 40s [11]. 
Exercise training was 90 min per session, 5 times a week 
for 4 months. Aortic pulse wave velocity decreased signifi-
cantly in subjects as whole, and there were greater reduc-
tions in pulse wave velocity for those with higher baseline 
pulse wave velocity [11]. It is unfortunate that these excel-
lent exercise interventional studies have not gathered any 
attention in the research field due to the language that these 
papers were written.

Summary

Tremendous progress has been made in the research field of 
arterial stiffness over the years. Papers published by Japa-
nese investigators have made important contributions to the 
field by addressing many of the critical questions essential 
for our understanding of arterial stiffening. At the same time, 
there are a number of important research contributions that 
remain unknown to most. This is unfortunate because the 
progress of the field is built upon the foundation formed by 
the pioneers in the field. This review was written to highlight 
such efforts in order to encourage and facilitate future efforts 
by the next generation of Japanese investigators.
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